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NO. 6: “WE THE PEOPLE”: THOUGHTS ON THE  

PREAMBLE TO THE U.S. CONSTITUTION 

“W 
e the People” are familiar, and memorable, words in the lexicon of American history. 
As the opening words of the U.S. Constitution, they trumpet the beginning of a new 
nation—a united people—under an entirely new form of government, much the 

same way that the Declaration of Independence declared Americans a new people, free and inde-
pendent of their ties to Great Britain. For Americans, “We the People” has been recognized as Ameri-
can scripture, the foundational statement of U.S. government. But during the debates over the ratifi-
cation of the Constitution, “We the People” was one of the most contentious clauses in the Constitu-
tion. 

Samuel Adams, the Massachusetts firebrand who co-founded the Sons of Liberty, metaphorically 
“stumble[d] at the Threshold” of the new edifice [i.e., the new Constitution]. Instead of a confedera-
tion of states, Adams met with a national government—a consolidated government that was empow-
ered to act directly on the people. No longer would the states provide a protective barrier between 
the people and the central government, which had been the case under the Articles of Confederation. 

In Virginia, Patrick Henry asked who authorized the delegates to the Constitutional Convention to say 
“We, the People” instead of “We, the States”? “States,” he asserted, “are the characteristics, and the 
soul of a confederation.” If the states were not to be party to this new compact, the Constitution must 
form “one great consolidated National Government.” Edmund Pendleton, president of the Virginia 
ratifying Convention, asked Henry, “Who but the people can delegate powers? Who but the people 
have a right to form Government?” “The expression is a common one, and a favorite one with me,” 
Pendleton noted. 

Federalists like James Wilson of Pennsylvania defended the “We, the People” phrase. The people, he 
argued, would be sovereign under the new Constitution, which “is announced in their name” and 
“receives its political existence from their authority.” Some Federalists argued that the full phrase, 
“We, the People of the United States,” indicated that the people acted “in their capacities as citizens 
of the several members of our confederacy.” If the Philadelphia Convention delegates had wanted to 
form one consolidated government, they would have used the phrase “We, the People of America.” 
Other Federalists—James Madison, for instance—maintained that the new government would be 
partly federal and partly national. 

The ratification process was to partake of two kinds of actions. The sovereignty of the people would 
be drawn upon within the context of specially elected state ratifying conventions, not in ordinary ses-
sions of the state legislatures. This method of ratification would guarantee that a future legislature 
would be unable to alter or abolish the Constitution. Furthermore, Federalists did not list all of the 
states in the preamble as was done in the Articles, because it was agreed that the Constitution would 
go into effect among the ratifying states once nine state conventions had adopted the new form of 
government. Having states listed in the preamble that had not ratified the Constitution would be inap-
propriate. 

The debate over the introductory phrase easily transformed into a debate over the nature of the new 
government and whether a bill of rights was necessary to guard the liberties of the people. James Wil-
son argued that “We, the People” was a far firmer foundation upon which to preserve the rights of the 
people than Magna Charta, in which the king reluctantly granted his subjects certain rights from his 
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JAMES WILSON:  

SPEECH IN THE PENNSYLVANIA  

CONVENTION, 28 NOVEMBER 1787 

I 
 had occasion, on a former day . . . to mention that 
the leading principle in politics, and that which per-
vades the American constitutions, is, that the su-

preme power resides in the people; this Constitution, 
Mr. President, opens with a solemn and practical recog-
nition of that principle: “WE, THE PEOPLE OF THE UNIT-
ED STATES, in order to form a more perfect union, es-
tablish justice, &c. DO ORDAIN AND ESTABLISH this con-
stitution, for the United States of America.” It is an-
nounced in their name, it receives its political existence 
from their authority—they ordain and establish. What is 
the necessary consequence? Those who ordain and es-
tablish have the power, if they think proper, to repeal 
and annul. . . . Its establishment . . . renders this truth 
evident, that the people have a right to do what they 
please, with regard to the government. I confess, I feel a 
kind of pride, in considering the striking difference be-
tween the foundation, on which the liberties of this 
country are declared to stand in this Constitution, and 
the footing on which the liberties of England are said to 
be placed. The Magna Charta of England is an instru-
ment of high value to the people of that country. . . . Let 
it speak for itself. The king says, “we have given and 
granted to all archbishops, bishops, abbots, priors, earls, 
barons, and to all the freemen of this our realm, these 
liberties following, to be kept in our kingdom of England 
forever.” When this was assumed as the leading princi-
ple of that government, it was no wonder that the peo-
ple were anxious to obtain bills of rights, and to take 
every opportunity of enlarging and securing their liber-
ties. But, here, sir, the fee simple remains in the people 
at large, and, by this Constitution, they do not part with 
it. 

JOHN SMILIE:  

SPEECH IN THE PENNSYLVANIA  

CONVENTION, 28 NOVEMBER 1787 

I 
 shall proceed to make a few remarks upon those 
words in the Preamble of this plan, which he [James 
Wilson] has considered of so super-excellent a qual-

ity. Compare them, sir, with the language used in form-
ing the [Pennsylvania] state constitution, and however 
superior they may be to the terms of the Great Charter 
of England, still, in common candor, they must yield to 
the more sterling expressions employed in this act. Let 
these speak for themselves. 

“That all men are born equally free and independent, 
and have certain natural, inherent and unalienable 
rights, amongst which are, the enjoying and defending 
life and liberty, acquiring, possessing and protecting 
property, and pursuing and obtaining happiness and 
safety.” 

“That all power being originally inherent in, and conse-
quently derived from the people; therefore all officers 
of government . . . are . . . at all times accountable to 
them.” 

“That government is . . . instituted for the common ben-
efit, protection and security of the people, nation or 
community; and not for the particular emolument or 
advantage of any single man, family, or set of men. . . .” 

But the gentleman takes pride in the superiority of this 
short Preamble when compared with Magna Charta. . . . 
I hope the rights of men are better understood at this 
day than at the framing of that deed, and we must be 
convinced that civil liberty is capable of still greater im-
provement and extension than is known even in its pre-
sent cultivated state. True, sir, the supreme authority 
naturally rests in the people, but does it follow that 
therefore a declaration of rights would be superfluous? 

beneficence. American rights were derived from the sovereignty of the people. Alexander Hamilton, writing as 
“Publius” in The Federalist No. 84, agreed. “We, the People of the United States” was “a better recognition of popular 
rights, than volumes of those aphorisms which make the principal figure in several of our State bills of rights, and 
which would sound much better in a treatise of ethics than in a constitution of government.” 

Patrick Henry, however, argued that a bill of rights was absolutely necessary. Everything, he said, depended on the in-
terpretation of that phrase: “We, the People.” Those three little words, he predicted, would introduce “a revolution as 
radical as that which separated us from Great Britain.” American rights and liberties were endangered and the sover-
eignty of the states would be relinquished.■ 
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 Because the people have a right to alter and abolish 
government, can it therefore be inferred that every step 
taken to secure that right would be superfluous and nu-
gatory? The truth is that unless some criterion is estab-
lished by which it could be easily and constitutionally 
ascertained how far our governors may proceed . . . this 
idea of altering and abolishing government is a mere 
sound without substance. Let us recur to the memora-
ble Declaration of the 4th of July 1776. Here it is said: 

“We hold these truths to be self evident; that all men 
are created equal; that they are endowed by their Crea-
tor with certain unalienable rights; that among these are 
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. That to secure 
these rights, governments are instituted among men, 
deriving their just powers from the consent of the gov-
erned; that whenever any form of government becomes 
destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to 
alter or to abolish it, and to institute a new government, 
laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing 
its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most like-
ly to effect their safety and happiness.” 

Now, sir, if in the proposed plan, the gentleman can 
show any similar security for the civil rights of the peo-
ple I shall certainly be relieved from a weight of objec-
tion to its adoption, and I sincerely hope, that as he has 
gone so far, he will proceed to communicate some of 
the reasons (and undoubtedly they must have been 
powerful ones) which induced the late Federal Conven-
tion to omit a bill of rights, so essential in the opinion of 
many citizens to a perfect form of government. 

SAMUEL ADAMS TO RICHARD HENRY LEE 

BOSTON, 3 DECEMBER 1787 

I 
 confess, as I enter the Building I stumble at the 
Threshold. I meet with a National Government, in-
stead of a Fœderal Union of Sovereign States. I am 

not able to conceive why the Wisdom of the Convention 
led them to give the Preference to the former before 
the latter. If the several States in the Union are to be-
come one entire Nation, under one Legislature, the 
Powers of which shall extend to every Subject of Legisla-
tion, and its Laws be supreme & controul the whole, the 
Idea of Sovereignty in these States must be lost. Indeed I 
think, upon such a Supposition, those Sovereignties 
ought to be eradicated from the Mind; for they would 
be Imperia in Imperio justly deemd a Solecism in Poli-
ticks, & they would be highly dangerous, and destructive 
of the Peace Union and Safety of the Nation. . . . 

“THE REPUBLICAN FEDERALIST” V 

MASSACHUSETTS CENTINEL 

19 JANUARY 1787 

L 
et us once more particularly attend to the sys-
tem itself. It begins, “We the People of the Unit-
ed States, in order to form a more perfect un-

ion,” &c. “do ordain and establish this Constitution for 
the United States of America”—In other words, We the 
people, do hereby publickly declare the violation of the 
faith which we have solemnly pledged to each other—do 
give the most unequivocal evidence, that we cannot our-
selves, neither can any others, place the least confidence 
in our most solemn covenants, do effectually put an end 
in America, to governments founded in compact—do 
relinquish that security for life, liberty and property, 
which we had in the Constitutions of these States, and of 
the Union—do give up governments which we well un-
derstood, for a new system which we have no idea of—
and we do, by this act of ratification and political suicide, 
destroy the new system itself, and prepare the way for a 
despotism, if agreeable to our rulers. All this we do, for 
the honour of having a system of consolidation formed 
by us the people. This is not magnifying, for such are the 
facts, and such will be the consequences. 

PATRICK HENRY:  

SPEECHES IN THE VIRGINIA CONVENTION 

 4-5 JUNE 1788 

4 JUNE 

T 
hat this is a consolidated Government is de-
monstrably clear, and the danger of such a Gov-
ernment, is, to my mind, very striking. . . .  Sir, 

give me leave to demand, what right had they to say, 
We, the People. My political curiosity, exclusive of my 
anxious solicitude for the public welfare, leads me to 
ask, who authorised them to speak the language of, We, 
the People, instead of We, the States? States are the 
characteristics, and the soul of a confederation. If the 
States be not the agents of this compact, it must be one 
great consolidated National Government of the people 
of all the States. . . . The people gave them no power to 
use their name. 

5 JUNE  

The fate of this question and America may depend on 
this: Have they said, we the States? Have they made a 
proposal of a compact between States? If they had, this 
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 would be a confederation: It is otherwise most clearly a 
consolidated government. The question turns, Sir, on 
that poor little thing—the expression, We, the people, 
instead of the States of America. I need not take much 
pains to shew, that the principles of this system, are ex-
tremely pernicious, impolitic, and dangerous. . . . Here is 
a revolution as radical as that which separated us from 
Great Britain. It is as radical, if in this transition, our 
rights and privileges are endangered, and the sovereign-
ty of the States be relinquished: And cannot we plainly 
see, that this is actually the case? 

EDMUND PENDLETON:  

SPEECH IN THE VIRGINIA CONVENTION 

 5 JUNE 1788 

Where is the cause of alarm? We, the people, pos-
sessing all power, form a Government, such as we think 
will secure happiness. . . . Gentlemen, we have put the 
introduction of that method in the hands of our serv-
ants; who will interrupt it from motives of self-interest. 
What then?—Who shall dare to resist the people? . . . 

But an objection is made to the form: The expression 
We, the people, is thought improper. Permit me to ask 
the Gentleman [Patrick Henry], who made this objec-
tion, who but the people can delegate powers? Who but 
the people have a right to form Government? The ex-
pression is a common one, and a favorite one with me. 
 . . . If objection be, that the Union ought to be not of 
the people, but of the State Governments, then I think 
the choice of the former, very happy and proper. What 
have State Governments to do with it? Were they to 
determine, the people would not, in that case, be the 
judges upon what terms it was adopted.■ 
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TEACHING TOOLS 

Discussion Questions 

■ Why do James Wilson’s and Edmund Pendleton’s arguments ignore the authority and importance 
of the states? 

■ Why do Wilson and Pendleton, argue that the people are the creators of the Constitution? 

■ Why does Patrick Henry argue that the states should be listed in the Preamble? In your view, are 
Henry’s arguments valid? 

■ What are some circumstances in American history that factor into the debate over the first three 
words of the Preamble to the Constitution? 

■ Do you think that the fear of consolidated power by Samuel Adams, “The Republican Federalist,” 
and Henry are legitimate based on the wording of the Preamble? 

■ Assess the use of history in the speeches of John Smilie and Wilson. Are they legitimate? Are they 
effective? 

■ Is “The Republican Federalist’s” rephrasing of the Preamble a piece of propaganda? Is it 
hyperbole? Does it reflect a pessimistic mindset? Does it reflect a realistic mindset? 

Lesson Suggestions 

 

I. James Wilson vs. John Smilie: Analyzing Historical Arguments 

1. Distribute the chart below to the class. 

 
 Wilson’s References to History      Smilie’s References to History  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. The class should read both the Wilson and Smilie speeches. As each student reads the speeches, he/she should 

take note of historical references in the piece and consider if the references are appropriate and persuasive. 
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 (Teacher: You may need to remind the students that Wilson is arguing that the Preamble is worded in such a way 

that no bill of rights is needed. Smilie is arguing that the Preamble’s wording makes a bill of rights essential.) 

3. After students have read and considered the documents, you could lead the class in a discussion using the 

following questions: 

a. How are these gentlemen using historical examples in their arguments about the wording of the Constitution’s 
Preamble? 

b. Is Wilson’s use of the Magna Carta persuasive? 

c. Is Smilie’s use of the Pennsylvania constitution’s preamble and the Declaration of Independence persuasive? 

 

II. Patrick Henry vs. Edmund Pendleton: Analyzing Theoretical Arguments 

 

1. Have the class read both the Henry and Pendleton speeches. 

2. Distribute the following questions to the class. 

a. According to Henry, who/what are the proper creators of a constitution? 

b. According to Pendleton, who/what are the proper creators of a constitution? 

3. After students have read the speeches, you could lead a discussion using the following questions: 

a. Why might Henry suggest that states are the proper creators of constitutions? 

b. Why might Pendleton suggest that people are the proper creators of constitutions? 

c. Are both Henry and Pendleton correct in their views? 

d. If both are correct, what problem(s) does this potentially create?  

 

III. “The Republican Federalist”: A Lesson on Political Hyperbole 

 

1. Divide the class into groups of 3-5 students. 

2. Have each group read “The Republican Federalist” V. 

3. After reading the item, each group should speculate about and discuss the reasons “The Republican Federalist” 

makes accusations about the real meaning of the Preamble. Groups should consider: 

a. Are there words/phrases within the Preamble that might be the basis of “The Republican Federalist’s” 
accusations? 

b. Would you consider these accusations as hyperbole? If so, how extreme is the rhetoric? 
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 The chart below can be used to organize small group discussions.  

 

 “The Republican Federalist” Charges     Hyperbole Rating (1–10)  

 

 declare the violation of the faith  
 which we have solemnly pledged  
 to each other . . . 

 

 we cannot . . . place the least confidence 
 in our most solemn covenants . . . 
 

 do effectually put an end in America, to  
 governments founded in compact . . .  
 

 relinquish that security for life, liberty  
 and property, which we had in the  
 Constitutions of these States . . .  

 

 give up governments which we well  
 understood, for a new system which  
 we have no idea of . . .  

 

 destroy the new system itself, and prepare  
 the way for a despotism, if agreeable to  
 our rulers. 

 

4. After groups have completed their individual discussions, you may want to have them report their findings to the 

class. 

5. You could conclude the lesson by asking students if they think hyperbole is an effective form of political expression.      

 

IV. Revising the Preamble to the U.S. Constitution 

 

Preamble to the U.S. Constitution, 17 September 1787 

We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure 
domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure the 
Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the 
United States of America. 
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 1. Display or distribute the Preamble to the U.S. Constitution. 

2. Divide the class into groups of 3-5 students. 

3. Distribute the two charts below to a recorder in each group. 

4. Explain that groups will be thinking about rewording or inserting words into the Preamble. The charts below should 

be used as a guide to direct their thinking. Students may also want to add their own ideas at the bottom of each 

chart. 

5. After groups have completed their rewording and additions to the charts, you can have them share their ideas with 

the class. 

6. An extension activity could be having a classroom debate using the following resolve: “The Preamble to the U.S. 

Constitution is deficient and stands in need of revision.”  

 

Rewording Chart 

 

 Potential Rewrite Instead of . . . Advantages Disadvantages 

 

 We the Delegates at  We the People . . . 
 Philadelphia . . .  

 

 of America, of the United States, 

 

 in Order to in Order to form a  
 correct past problems  more perfect Union 

 

 We the Citizens of  We the People . . .  
 various states . . .  

 

 recommend to the do ordain and establish . . .   
 People . . . 

 

 restore the principles  form a more perfect 
 of the American  Union . . .  
 Revolution . . . 
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Additions Chart 

 

 Possible Addition Inserted Advantages Disadvantages 

 

 Convinced that the In front of 
 Articles of  “We the People” 
 Confederation are  
 deficient  

 

 to reduce the powers of  In front of “in Order   
 the States, . . . to form” 

 

 with the approval of the After “ordain and  
 People . . .  establish” 

 

 with alterations the People After “ordain and  
 may deem necessary . . .    establish” 

 

V. Thinking About Preambles: A Comparison  

 

1. Divide the class into groups of 3-5 students. 

2. Each group of students should have both of the preambles below. 

  

Preamble to the Articles of Confederation, 15 November 1777 

To all to whom these Presents shall come, we the under signed Delegates of the States affixed to our 
Names send greeting. Whereas the Delegates of the United States of America in Congress assembled did 
on the fifteenth day of November in the Year of our Lord One Thousand Seven Hundred and Seventy 
seven, and in the Second Year of the Independence of America agree to certain articles of Confederation 
and perpetual Union between the States of Newhampshire, Massachusetts-bay, Rhodeisland and 
Providence Plantations, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, 
North-Carolina, South-Carolina and Georgia in the Words following, viz, “Articles of Confederation and 
perpetual Union between the States of Newhampshire, Massachusetts-bay, Rhodeisland and Providence 
Plantations, Connecticut, New-York, New-Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North-
Carolina, South-Carolina and Georgia.  
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 Preamble to the U.S. Constitution, 17 September 1787 

We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure 
domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure the 
Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the 
United States of America. 

 

3. Groups should read each preamble and then create a list of observations using the chart below. 

 

 Similarities Between the Preambles    Differences Between the Preambles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. After the groups have compiled their findings you may want to have each group report its findings to the class. 

5. To conclude the lesson, you may want to lead a discussion centered around the following questions: 

a. What conclusions might you arrive at from the listing of the states in the Articles Preamble? 

b. Why might there be a list of objectives of government in the Preamble to the Constitution but not in the 
Preamble to the Articles? 

c. What might we conclude from the use of the word “perpetual” in the Preamble to the Articles? 

d. Would you say that each preamble has some vagueness or phrases that would lend themselves to various 
interpretations? 

6. As an extension activity, you might have students look at preambles to constitutions from other countries or states 

to see the variety of ways in which other nations/states preface their foundational documents. 

 

Among the more interesting ones for students to consider would be: 

■ China 

■ Rwanda 

■ Pakistan 

■ Iran 

■ Hawaii 
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 Vocabulary 

Wilson Speech 

1. pervades: spreads through; fills; imbues 

2. solemn: weighty; serious 

3. ordain: make official; establish 

4. evident: clear; plain 

5. footing: basis; foundation 

6. instrument: a tool (a legal tool, in this case); a for-
mal legal document 

7. abbots and priors: leaders of monasteries 

8. earls and barons: king’s nobles  

9. realm: kingdom; domain 

10. fee simple: granting power (from the feudal system) 

 

Smilie Speech 

1. candor: sincerity; forthrightness 

2. sterling: more excellent; of better quality 

3. inherent: ingrained; essential to 

4. unalienable: impossible to take away or give up 

5. emolument: enrichment 

6. cultivated state: more extended; wider 

7. superfluous: unnecessary 

8. nugatory: inconsequential; ineffectual 

9. criterion: a mark or trait for judging or deciding in a 
particular cause 

10. endowed: given; to have something formally be-
stowed upon 

11. induced: to effect or cause something to happen 

 

 

 

Adams Letter 

1. sovereign: independently empowered; powerful in 
themselves 

2. supposition: a feeling; an uncertain belief 

3. Eradicated: destroyed 

4. imperia in imperio: a sovereign power within a sov-
ereign power 

5. solecism: abnormality; something out of the ordi-
nary order 

 

“The Republican Federalist” V 

1. unequivocal: leaving no doubt; unambiguous 

2. covenants: binding agreements between parties 
(states, in this case) 

3. compact: unity in purpose amongst parties (states, 
in this case) 

4. relinquish: give up 

5. despotism: tyranny 

 

Henry Speeches 

1. solicitude: concern for 

2. confederation: an alliance or league of inde-
pendently empowered states 

3. consolidated: a national government with powers 
greater than individual states 

4. pernicious: injurious 

5. impolitic: unwise 

6. relinquished: given up 


